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- **My Favorite Warnings: closure**
  In the context of Perl, a closure is a piece of code that captures a specific instance of a lexical variable. A blog entry a month or so ago explores this in greater detail. If you review this blog entry, though, note that it does not cover lexical subroutines, which act more like anonymous subroutines even though they are named.

- **Perl Weekly Challenge 146: Prime Numbers and Fraction Tree**

- **The web0 manifesto**
  The web0 manifesto: a short and sweet middle finger to web3.

- **The Optional Chaining Operator, ?Modern? Browsers, and My Mom**
  I wanted to try and explain to my Mom that, while true for many native applications, browsers shouldn?t go out of date so easily because of hardware. ?This isn?t your problem Mom. You should?t have to go buy new hardware. This is a problem with the people who make that website. They should be making their website?s code more accessible to legacy devices. Just because you don?t have a browser that can run ECMAScript 2020, you should still be able to access and use this website.? But I didn?t feel like explaining the idea of progressive enhancement to my Mom.